Organizational Structure Committee Minutes
May 31, 2011 Room 486

Begin building defense for each model. Why is this better than our current model? What makes it better?

Group 1 presented model and arguments

1. Give authority to act to more individuals @ appropriate levels
2. Makes us more nimble because we can react at the level where the problem exists
3. Frees time of some individuals for new projects

Group 2 presented model and arguments

1. Bring in more money by promoting the library and getting it out in the public and community more
2. Give the customers, students, faculty, staff, ect. what they want more. Very in favor of by on demand.
3. Use Special Collections as a highlight of the library to draw more people in
4. Uniting library and more training. Functions benefiting each other
5. Aide in rate to graduation and retention as well as diversity

Per Juana- When writing out the descriptions for the report to turn in be sure to include some of the current problems that you have come across that you see that your model will address or “fix”.

Have identified that there are definite cultural issues and we aren’t sure they can be fixed by an organizational model.

Discussion about branches vs. Special Collections and how they will be included in the model.

For the meeting on Tuesday, June 7, 2011 each sub-group should come with their model and a description of what needs it will address to present to the group.
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